Bothered by Earthfarts
Despite warnings that “Warmist Complain That Methane Is To Blame”, there seems little
support for new hypothesis that variations in yet another, natural occurring, trace gas is
having major impact on the planet’s temperature. The five atom molecule, Methane, has
one Carbon and four Hydrogen atoms. With a 1.7 parts per billion (PPB) presence in the
atmosphere, this is considered at “trace gas”.
Methane has a Specific Gravity of 0.55 which is lighter than standard air and a Specific
Heat of 1.305, meaning it heats and cools slower than standard air. Methane is NOT the
finite and rapidly depleting product of Earth’s dinosaur digestion. Methane is common in
the solar system with trace levels on the Moon, Mars and atmospheric concentrations as
high as 1.7% on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Jupiter’s moon Titan has Methane
oceans and Methane rain, while Pluto has a Methane ice crust.
[Disclaimer: Do to the lack of proper scientific methods and terminology used by
Warmists and Lukes the name “Methane” (or Fart) will be used in lieu of the
proper chemical name “Methyl Hydride” and the verb “Fart” will be used in lieu of
the proper scientific name “Flatulence”]
Humanity is suffering through the final stages of the greatest scientific fraud in all of
history. This fraud is not a freestanding element. This has been an intentional deception
to create an energy tax and control structure to benefit the ruling elite. This monopolistsmonarch cabal has quietly and consistently amassed power for centuries and at present
are the dominate force in the military-media-academia complex (MMAC).
Eisenhower’s warning to “beware of the military-industrial complex” was his parting
Pontius Pilate moment, washing his hands of a system that he had been fully aware of
and had spent a lifelong, puppet career supporting. To further their economic
stranglehold, the elite have systematically dismantled the “industrial” part of the
complex, off-shoring this function to third world slave states.
It is not necessary to understand or support the “criminal cabal conspiracy theory” to
recognize the obvious scientific puppet show this is the current Earth climate debate. The
students of ‘outcome based education’ are now the purveyors of government funded
‘outcome based science’ and the current Methane debate is a perfect example of this
defective behavior.
Every major science publication and professional society is either controlled or
influenced by the massive funding under the control of the MMAC. As Climategate
emails disclose, editors can be fired and careers ended for violations of the outcome
based orthodoxy. The editors of Nature have provided a perfect example of this
scientific sock puppet behavior in the Methane debate.
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In the interest of full disclosure, Methane is a non-toxic, odorless gas and is not always
present, or in high concentrations in human flatulence. Methane is in high concentrations
in livestock and termite flatulence. For readers more interested in the fart part of this
article, you are referred to FartMart.com for CDs and performance schedules for the
world’s most famous professional flatulist.
Continuing with the Nature magazine contribution to the current Methane climate debate
and the “mysterious decline in the last decades of the 20th century”, the reader is referred
to BBC New article, “Opposing Views: New Theories Over Methane Puzzle” posted at
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=8200
“Researchers writing in the journal Nature have come up with two widely differing
theories as to the cause. One suggests the decline was caused by greater commercial
use of natural gas, the other that increased use in Asia of artificial fertilizer was
responsible. Both studies agree that human activities are the key element”
What brought the whole Methane climate control issue up is a panicked hunt for the
undeniable mismatch with increasing Carbon Dioxide concentrations and level or
declining temperatures of the last decade. Robbed of the required CO2 villain, the
warmists needed some trace gas decline that could be forced to match the new
temperature curve.
If you ‘believe’ in the proxy ‘estimates’ atmospheric Methane increased from 700 PPB in
the year 1750, to 1745 PPB in the year 1998. As of 2008, this had increased to 1800
PPB. The US government is MANDATED to increase spending every year. In the fuzzy
math of government economics a spending ‘freeze’ is a cut. Applying the same ‘logic’,
an increase of ONLY 55 PPB in twenty years is a REDUCTION in Methane. Perhaps
this ‘reduction’ was the major cause in the failed predicted warming from increased CO2.
When government funding was provided to ‘research’ the HUMAN causes for Methane
reduction and the resulting ‘cooling’, two teams of Coolfartists offered their expertise and
juxtaposed opinions. What may at first appear to be ‘balanced’ science “Opposing
Views” is in fact transparent outcome based science. The ONLY factors examined where
HUMAN CAUSES to the decline in the increase of Methane in the atmosphere. Rather
than rejoice that there has been a leveling and cooling of the Earth’s temperature, these
witch-hunters go out of their way to again blame humanity as the only cause in climate
variations.
We have reached the point where the government malignancy is obviously destroying the
final productive segments of civilization. In order to increase the blame for a natural
occurring climate change on humanity, they have created a new false metric, the Global
Warming Potential. This is the ratio of thermal impact of a trace gas molecule relative to
a CO2 molecule. On this scale the Methane GPW is 72 and human produced Sulfur
Hexafloride has a GWP of 23,900. Never mind that water vapor is over 3,000.
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Adding to the cognitive dissonance of yet another human caused trace gas destroying the
planet NASA announced their latest findings another possible impact from human
induced climate changes. As mentioned in the UK Guardian, “Aliens May Destroy
Humanity to Protect Other Civilizations”. Yes, three government funded scientists have
predicted that we risk destruction by space aliens for our CO2, and I guess our Methane,
production.
This may at last prove that the phrase “little green men” was no misnomer. By
destroying humanity for our ‘non-green’ ways they will show their kindred spirits at
Greenpeace, Environmental Defense Fund and the Wildlife Federation that ruthless
destruction on humanity and civilization is the best way to “Go Green”.
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